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Nº 3496-07 
 
Lima, April 22, 1993  Legal Regulations “El Peruano”      Page 114267 

 
(…) 
 
Article 82º.- Sponsorship of diffuse interests.- A diffuse interest is that, which 
ownership corresponds to an undetermined group of people regarding assets of 
inestimable value such as the environment, the cultural or historical heritage, or the 
consumer’s assets.. 
The Government Attorney General’s Office and non-profit associations or institutions, 
legitimated according to the law or the Judge’s opinion, made by resolution duly 
grounded, can promote or take part in this process. 
In these cases, a synthesis of the claim shall be published in “El Peruano” Official 
Gazette and another of wider circulation of the judicial district. The regulations about 
subjective accumulation of claims are applied to the processes about diffuse interests 
where they may be relevant. 
If the sentence is not appealed, this shall be passed for consultation to the Superior 
Court. The final judgment, which declares the claim founded, shall be binding also to 
the people who have not participated in the process. 
 
(…) 
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Round seal: El Peruano Official Gazette - Newspaper and Periodicals Library 
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“Year of the Citizens’ Duties” - The undersigned, Certifying Officer of El Peruano 

Official Gazette, does hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the 

Consolidated Text, Code of Civil Procedure, page N° 114267 published on April 22, 

1993, edition N.L.N: 4674 - Special Offprint - Lima, December 11, 2007 - (seal and 

signature) Maria APAESTEGUI SILVA - Certifying Officer - El Peruano Official Gazette 

- “EDITORA PERU” 

------------------------------ 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS - OFFICE OF CONSULAR AFFAIRS - 

AUTHENTICATION Nº 127364 - The preceding signature of Maria APAESTEGUI 

SILVA is hereby authenticated without judging the content of the document. - Lima, 

December 11, 2007 - (seal and signature) Julia Adela MOREANO DE DUEÑAS - 

Department of Authentications - Office of Consular Formalities - Round seal: Republic 
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of Peru - Ministry of Foreign Affairs - Office of Consular Formalities - Authentications - 

(raised seal) 

------------------------------ 

Translator’s Note: Only a partial translation of the document attached hereto has been 

done. 

 

 
 


